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Abstract 

Rosenzweig, Mark R. and Schultz, T. Paul - The Demand for and Supply of Births: 

Fertility and its Life-Cycle Consequences 

This paper describes and implements a methodology for disentangling 

empirically in households the bio10gically-determined supply of births from the 

demand for births in order to aasess the consequences of exogenous variations 

in fertility supply for household behavior. The estimation problems arising 

when there is heterogeneity both in preferences for family size and in the 

biological capacity to bear children (fecundity) are illustrated wjth a 

dynamic optimizing model incorporating stochastic fertility. 

The methodology is applied to monthly longitudinal data 

on contraceptive use, fertility, and female labor supply in the United States 

from 1970-75. The empirical results indicate that more than ten percent of 

the cross-sectional variation in the number of live births in the U.S. is 

due to interhousehold variation in the exogenous supply of births. Bio10gica11y

determined fertility supply variation also significantly affects married women's 

labor supply and earnings. Moreover, use of actual fertility as a proxy for 

fertility supply results in underestimates of contraceptive effectiveness, 

and to biased estimates of the consequences of exogenous variations in fer

tility supply for couples' choice of contraceptives, for female earnings, 

and for the labor supply of married women. 

University of Minnesota, Yale University. 



The Demand for and Supply of Births: Fertility and its Life-Cycle Consequences 

Mark R. Rosenzweig and T. Paul Schultz* 

Economists and other social scientists have studied since Malthus 

the determinants and consequences-of fertility, but without evolving a 

consistent framework. Two lines of fertility-related research have emerged 

in the economic. liter.ture. The fir.t. concerned chiefly with the deterainant. 

of fertility •• mph •• ize. the preference. of p.rent. aad treat. the n-.her of 

children born to • hou.ehold •• wholly de •• nd-determiDed. Children .re viewed 

•• one •• nife.t.tion of the .et of hou.ehold deci.ions con.tr.ined by co.t. aad 

income (Schultz (1969). lilli. (1973). Ro.enzwei, .nd Even.on (1977). Butz .ad 

I.rd (1979». lithin this traditio •••• ti •• te. of the "effect." of fertility 

v.ri.tion on hou.ehold beh.vior .re obt.i.ed u.i., .imultaneou. equ.tio •• 

technique. (e., •• Nerlove .ad Schultz (1969). Plei.her aDd Rhode. (1979»: 

however •• ince both fertility a.d other hou.ehold ,ood •• re viewed •• jointly 

"de •• nded" by the household. identific.tio •• ppe.r •• rbitr.ry. in which cue 

.uch e.ti •• te. provide little infora.tio •• bout the con.equence. of fertility 

chan,e. 

A .ecoad line of re.e.rch ..... e. th.t birth •• re wholly ,upply

deter.ined •• nd tre.t. fertility •• purely r.ndom and exo,ehou.. The number .nd 

.,es of children in • household do not enter the hou.ehold'. prefetence function 

and/or are treated as exogenous (unexplained) determinants of or constraints on 

hou.ehold .1loc.tion deci.io ••• in p.rticul.r. the ,upply of fem.le time to the 

.arket (Recka.n .nd XaCurdy (1980). R.usm.n and Ruud (1984» .nd household 

consumption expenditures (Pollak .Dd '.le. (1980), Deaton (1982».1 

The coexistence of these mutu.lly inconsi.tent .pproache. to the .tudy 

of fertility-rel.ted beh.vior •• y reflect the .peci.l n.ture of fertility. 

Unlike the consumption by household. of televi.ion .et. or food. the level of 

fertility i. determined by the .lloc.tion of resource. to li.it the 
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biolo,ically-4etermined production of births--fertility supply. Given that such 

control is costly and iaperfect and the biolo,ical capacity to bear children 

(fecundity) is stochastic and mostly unaffected by choice behavior. the number 

of children born to a couple (society) may not exactly correspond to either the 

couple's (societal) expectations of or preferences for (,iven costless control) 

its family (population) size. Moreover. an individual couple may learn about 

its own specific supply constraints over time; planned resource allocations to 

control births or to earn income. therefore. may be altered by fertility 

experience both directly and indirectly as it influences supply expectations. 

Fertility within a household is determined by the dynamic interaction 

between its supply of and demand for births. and variation in births across 

households reflect exolenous intercouple variation in both the supply of births 

2 
and prices. income. and preferences for children. or demand. Economists have 

recolnized the joint relevance of biololical and behavioral factors in 

deteraininl fertility under a relime of costly fertility control (e.l. 

Easterlin. Pollak. and Wachter (1980». but this perception has not been 

suitably incorporated into the empirical study of fertility.3 In particular. 

this insilht has not been employed in estimatinl the effectiveness of 

contraceptive methods. or in estimatinl the "effects" of fertility variation on 

labor supply behavior. on earninls. or on the demand for fertility control. 

When there is heteroleneity in both the biolo,ical supply of births aDd in 

preferences for family size. neither of which are directly observed by the 

researcher. a new analytical approach is needed. 

In this paper we develop and implement a methodololY for identifyinl--

empirically the supply function for births in order to assess the consequences 

of exolenous variation in the supply of births for fertility. for couples' 

choice of contraceptive techniques. and for the life-cycle labor supply aDd 
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earnin,s of aarried women. In part 2. we describe an illustrative dynamic opti

mization model of contraceptive choice and labor supply' incorporating uncertain 

fertility and persistent heterogeneity in preferences and fecundity. Section 3 

describes the strategy for obtaining estimates of the biological components of 

fertility and the efficacy of contraceptive techniques. liven household 

optimizing behavior and heteroleneity in fertility supply and preferences. In 

sections 4. 5 and 6. the methodololY is applied to monthly longitudinal data on 

contraceptive use. fertility. and female labor supply in the United States. 

The empirical results indicate that. because of the costliness of 

contraception. more than 10 percent of the cross-sectional variation in the 

number of live births in the U.S. is due to interhousehold variation in the 

exo,enous supply of births. with couples offsetting 25 percent of the uDderlying 

variation in fertility supply through their choice of contraceptives. Such 

compensatory behavior appears to lead to significant underestimates of the 

efficacy of contraceptive methods. unless heterogeneity is taken into account. 

Biolo,ically-determined fertility supply variation appears also to affect 

significantly aarried women's labor supply and earnings. Moreover. use of 

actual fertility as a proxy for fertility supply. as in prior studies. 

overestimates the true life-cycle labor supply response of married women to 

exogenous variations in fertility associated with imperfect and costly fertility 

control. but underestimates their consequences for female earnings and for the 

~ife-cycle adjustment in couples' choice of contraceptive methods. 

1. A Dynamic Model of Fertility Control and Labor Supply yith E%ogenous 

Fecundity Variation 

Assume that the number of births Nij of couple j in period i in which 

the mother is age i + a is a random variable that can be reduced by the use of 



resources to control fertility. Zij' such that 

0) 

where ~j is a time invariant fertility component specific to couple j. 'ij is an 

independently-distributed. serially uncorrelated disturbance. and T and ~ are 

biolosical-techDical parameters to be estimated. 
4 

Equation (1) describes the technoiosy of birth production. or what is 

called hereafter the reproduction function. The potential number of births or 

fecundity is the sum of the first three exosenous terms and may be referred to 

as the "supply" of births; since the number of births actually produced (fer-

tility) depends ai well on the use of fertility control. realized births Nij 

depend on both the preferences of parents (demand) and the supply of births. 

Assume that parents in each period maximize the expected value of an 

intertemporally separable utility function that has as arsuments the number of 

children born in the period. the cumulated number of children Xi (where Xi = 

-i-1 + Ni), a consumption soo4 Xi' and leisure Li of the mother. The parents' 

problem at period s is described by 

maw E[~ t tti-1 U(N v XL)] 
A U i' -i' i' i; ~ . 

i=s 
(2) 

subject to (1) and to a within-period income constraint, 

(3) 

'where the couple subscript j is suppressed. W is the wase of the mother. T is 
. -

her total available time. V is income of the husband. p is the cost of fertility 
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ooatrol. 0 the per-period oost of a ohil4. ~ Is a ti.e-Iavarlaat. ooupl.-

• • .peolflc raa40a prefereace variable. where 1(~J~k) - G~ If J - k aDd aero 
5 

otherwl.e aR4 1(~JPk) - 0 for all J aDd k. This latter assumption presumes 

that fecundity is not influenced by behavior. See note 2. Parents are thus 

heterogenous in preferences (T
j

) and in the technologically persistent potential 

supply of births (~j)' 

The household chooses whether to u.e fertility coatrol (Z-1) la each 

period,aad whether or ROt the .other is to work (L=O~ based oa the iafor.atioa 

set 0 at the be,laaia, of the peri04~ At the oaset of period i. thea. pareata 

tRow the outcomes of their past 4ecisioas. the techDolo,y of birth productioD ~. 

the wa,e rate. prices aad their prefereaces. they thus kaow -i-1 but 40 ROt 

tRow the fertility they will experieace ia period 1. They ~ tRow 

that compoaeat of the random fertility "draw" which is time-invariant (~). 

Ia such dynamic proble.s it is ROt ,eaerally feasible to 4erive aaalyti-

cally 4ecisioa rules for Li aad Zi ia aay period (Yolpia. 1984). However. 

comparative statics caa be performed for the fiaal-period 4eclsioas. whea 

pareats Reed ROt take iato accouat the impaot of their curreat decisioas oa 

future decisioas. To see how variatioas ia "fertility" are related to decisions 

coacernia, both coatraception aad labor supply as functioas of technolo,y. 

preferences and COltS. assuae that the utility function ia each period il linear 

quadratic: 

where AI •••• A8 ) O. to reflect 4i.iailhia, .ar,inal utility of all 

commodities. NOte that mother·s leisure aad fertility are allowed to interact 

(A9 + 0). reflectia, the presuaptioa of the household production literature 

tha.t these two variables are ao.t In4epeadeat~ We abstract from other inter-

actions in (4) for simplicity, as is common in labor supply and fertility 

models. Preference parameters are constant 
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across all periods. but preferences for the consumption ,ood X vary across 

. 7 
households. such that a5(~)' > O. for all i. 

Consider first for illustrative purposes the decision whether to use fertility 

control in the last period, t. It can be shown that the difference in expected 

Z 
utilities, J t , associated with the use and non-use of contraception is: 

(5) 

The relationship between variations in prior fertility Mt-l and the probability 

of using birth control. whether 1~ is greater than or less than zero. depends 

on the inforaation held by parents and on whether the variation in cumulated 

births is due to preferences or technololY. To see this. consider two cases: 

First. assuae that parents know the persistent. family-specific part of 

fecundity. and thus can distinguish random from systematic fertility outcomes. 

i.e •• 0t = {P. ~. y. Mt -l. p. c. WI. The effect of a.purely random increase in 

the stock of children in period t-l on 1~ is: 

(6) 

which. due to diminishing marlinal utility. is positive as long as the "savings" 

from an averted birth ~c exceed the cost of using fertility control p. An unan-

ticipated random birth in period t-l increases the likelihood that birth control 

is used in period t; this effect is stronger the lower the cost of contracep-

tion p and the greater its effectiveness ~. 

The effect of variation in that part of fecundity which is persistent 

(and known) on the probability of using contraception in period t is liven by: 

a~ (I ) () a~ ( I ap Io-{p) - a4~ l+dMt -l dp + a2~ + ~6c p-~c - a8t-l + ~ a2 + a4dMt-2 dp). (7) 

Expression (7) describes how contraceptive use varies across households with 
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differinl fecundity_ when fecundity is known by the households. Bouseholds con-

taininl more fecund women are more likely to use fertility control because: (i) 

they will have .ore children at the belinninl of the period and (ii) they can 

expect more children in the future period. As lon, as more fecund women also 

have more realized births cumulatively_ i.e._ dMt-2/dp > 0_ there will be a 

positive association between individually persistent fecundity and use of 

contraceptives. 

In the case where households treat "excess" births (net of control) as 

purely random even thoulh fecundity persistence exists. the association between 

1~ and fecundity is 

(8) 

-. 
More fecund women will still be more likely than less fecund women to use 

contraception. As lonl as hilher fecundity inereases realized births_ lack of 

knowledle about individually-persiatent fecundity decreases_ but does not eliar 

inate_ the positive association between the likelihood of control and fecundity. 

Women thus modify their selection of contraceptives on the basis of 

their realized births. Given the persistence 

of fecundity over time _ estimates of the effect of contraceptive use on fer-

tility_ based on samples of women who have already had some fertility experi-

ence_ will be biased_ if heteroleneity is not taken into account. In particular_ 

if_ as our framework sU'Iesta_ more fecund women use contraceptives more often 

or more efficacioualy_ contraceptive effectiv~neas will be underestimated. 

If there ia also heteroleneity in preferences_ the direct association 

between prior fertility and current contraceptive use_ as eatimated in Michael 

(1973). Michael and Willis (1975)_ and McFadden (1975)_ will not indicate how 
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8 fecundity affects contraceptive choice. Thus the direction and magnitude of 

the bias in studies·of contraceptive effectiveness cannot be inferred from these 

studies. since the distribution of actual cumulative fertility across women will 

reflect both variation in preferences. ~. and in fecundity. p. The slope of the 

association between cumulative fertility and current values of the utility 

differential associated with contraceptive choice in a population heterogenous 

in fecundity and in preferences consists of three terms: 

d~ (9) 
dMt -1 

Women with hilher cumulative fertility at the start of period t are likely to be 

more fecund. and thus will be more likely to use contraception in period t. for 

given preferences; however. hig~r-fertility women are also more likely to 

prefer children relative to other 100ds X. for liven fecundity (dMt-1/d~ < 0). 

and thus will be less likely to contracept in period t. since they will derive 

less utility from the savings generated (~c-p) by contraception. The estimated 

relationship between prior fertility and current contraception is likely to un-

derestimate both the effect on contraceptive practice of an unanticipated change 

in fertility and the effect of fecundity variation on contraceptive choice; 

clearly. the estimated relationship between lagged fertility and contraceptive 

use does not correspond to either of these analytically distinct effects. 

Similar considerations apply to associations between past fertility and 

the woman's current labor supply decisions. as estimated in most female labor 

supply studies (Smith (1980». The model indicates that women at the start of 

period t ~ill compare expected utilities in period t with respect to the labor 

force participation decision Lt ; i.e •• 

(10) 
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L The effect on the expected utility differential It of an unanticipated 

increase in the number of births in period t-1 is liven by: 

The sign of (11) is ambiguous. Unanticipated "excess" fertility increases the 

marginal utility of the X-good relative to that of children and thus increases 

the returns to work. However, if children and the mother's home time are 

complements (a9 > O),the returns to remaining at home also increase. The 

relationship between labor force participation and fecundity is given by: 

(12) 

which again depends on whether or not more-fecund women have higher cumulative 

fertility at any age. Bowever, ~he estimated association between prior fertil-

ity and the expected utility differential associated with the current labor sup-

ply decision in a population characterized by latent variation in both fecundity 

and preferences (for X) is: 

(13) 

The dynamic response in mother's leisure (or conversely market labor 

supply) to exogenous variation in fertility due to persistent and random 

fecundity is confounded by preferences. Since families with hilher preferences 

for consumption 100d X are .1ikeiy to have lower cumulative fertility at any age, 

lower-fertility couples will be more likely to prefer increased X or market 

income: the labor supply "response" to prior fertility "shocks" 

measured by (13) ~ather than by (11) or (12) will be biased upwards in absolute 

value. 
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2. E.Umatinl DynUlic Responses to Fertility Supply variatiop 

The siaple dynamic formulation of the contraceptive choice and labor 

supply problems in the presence of costly fertility control and exolenous vari-

ation in fecundity implies that when a couple realizes an unanticipated birth, 

this "supply shock" is likely to reduce fertility demand, and be manifested 

(1) in the subsequent adoption of a contraceptive regime that is more effective 

than it would otherwise have been, and (2) in a subsequent reduction in 

labor supply, if home time and children are complements. If the source of the 

positive shock in fertility is a persistent individual effect, called here 

"fecundity," then the tendencies to use more effective contraceptives and to 

restrict labor supply are strenlthened, for persistence implies that the couple 

will already have aore births before the current period and the couple may 

appreciate that they can expect more births in subsequent periods, other factors 

beinl equal. This larler number of births cumulated before the current period 

strenlthens the motivation to restrict further births, whether or not the couple 

can identify its individual fecundity. Thus, the absolute size of the 

behavioral response to innovations from fecundity (~) should (i) be larler than 

the response to random shocks, (.), and (ii) increase as the couple ales, since 

older couples will have cumulated more fertility experience. Older couples are 

-
also more likely to be able to distinluish random from couple-specific 

persistent errors, compared to younler couples. 

As noted, since realized births may reflect both persistent and un-

observed preferences and biololical supply factors, tests of propositions about 

the consequences of fertility supply variation require the isolation of the per-

sistent and exolenous supply componen~s of fertility from their demand 
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component •• As can be .een from the reproduction function (1), knowledle of ~, 

the effect of contraception on fertility (or a vector of ~'. if there are mul-

tiple contraceptive device.), combined with information on oontraceptive u.e 

and realized births, would enable estimation of the p and • iJ as in any period 

The dynamic interactions between the supply of and demand for births 

implied by the model, combined with heteroleneity in couple-specific supply pro-

pensities imply, however, that information on the effectiveness of contracep-

tives based on observed associations between conception rates and contraceptive 

use will be misleadinl. Beckman and Willis (1975) have shown that persistence 

in couple-specific fecundity yields biased estimates of the ~'s, and estimate 

that the couple-specific intertemporal correlation between monthly conception 

rates is over .5. Their maximum likelihood procedures, however, do not take 

into account relationships between contraception and fecundity, i.e., couples 

discontinuinl use of a particular contraceptive or switchinl contraceptives in 

response to their fertility (or non-fertility) experience. Our model implies 

that couples usinl a particular technique (after some fertility experience) will 

not be randomly (self) .elected with respect to fecundity. 

Our stratelY for obtainins consistent estimates of the ~'s, and thus of 

the exosenous supply components of fertility, is to use time-allrela ted informa-

tion on conceptions, prelnancies, and contraceptive use in an instrumental vari-

able procedure. 
9 

We estimate the conception rate for a couple over some period 

as a function of the fract ions of that a'iresated period the couple used 

different types of contraceptives. If equation (1) is asgregated over S periods 

and fertility control Z is used in f of these periods then the time-aggregated 

version of (1) is 

• (1' ) 



where F. 
J 
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- f /S = the fraction of the aggregate period of exposure in which birth control is used, 

D~ ~~1 Nij,S ~ birth or cODc.ptioD rat •• ODd A ~ av.ra,. a,e ID the period. 

The .odel i~liel that Fj will be correlated with both the 'ij aDd with 

~j (Ierial correlation il not necelsary), as couples will, durina the period, 

exercise control or not in response to within-period supply shocks. 

Instrumental variable estimates of the self-selected inputs would provide, 

however, consistent estimates of ~, and thus of ~j aDd the al,related 'ij. 

Because Fj reflects the couple's demaDd for children, it is a function of 

preferences, prices (p, c, Wj) aDd income (Vj). As lODI as these variables 

are ortho,onal to fecundity, the usual set of fertility demand variables may 

thus serve as instruments for Fj aDd permit identification of the supply 

. 10 
technololY. 

3. Data and Estimation of the Reproduction Technology: The Supply of Births 

Data are drawn from a lODiitudinal sample of women from the 1970 Nation-

al Fertility Survey (NFS) who were reinterviewed in 1975. The 1970 sample was a 

national representative sample of 6752 ever-married women born since luly 1, 

1925. Two thousand three hundred and sixty one women of the ori,inal 1970 sam-

pIe were reinterviewed in 1975. Their selection was based on bein, in intact 

first marriages (for both spouses), where the wife's ale at marria,e was less 

than 25, and the duration of the marria,e was less than twenty years at the time 

of the first interview in 1970. only white couples were included in the 

1970-1975 panel. A description of the 1970 NFS and an outline of the design of 

the 1975 resurvey are presented in Westoff and Ryder (1977). 

The survey provides a month-by-month caleDdar of contraceptive use, by 

technique; pre,nancies,.pre,nancy outcomes, intercourse behavior of the couple 
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(abstinence or not), and labor market behavior by the wife from the 1970 to the 

interview date in 1975, as well as the usual socioeconomic information in both 

1970 and 1975. The residential location of the couple in 1970, which is assumed 

relevant for reproduction in the period, is also provided. Based on this latter 

information. a series of variables were appended to the micro data to describe 

the state or SMSA in which each couple resides, including local prices, labor 

market characteristics. and measures of the availability of public health and 

family planning services. 

The dependent variable measuring fertility is the number of conceptions 

occurring between the interview dates divided by the months of exposure to the 

risk of conception, namely, the months in which the wife was not pregnant and/or 

h h h 1 b f 11 F . I in w ic t e coup e was not a staining rom intercourse. our fertil1ty contro 

variables are constructed based on the monthly calendar information: the 

proportions of the total exposure period between 1970 and 1975 (during which the 

woman was subject to the risk of conception) that the couple was (1) sterilized, 

(2) using the pill or IUD, (3) using the diaphragm or condom, (4) using 

"ineffective" techniques (foam, jelly, rhythm, etc.). The grouping of 

contraceptive methods is based on standard conventions and beliefs on the 

relative effectiveness of such methods in the U.S. population (Vaughan, Trussell 

12 
and Menken. (1977), Westoff and Ryder, (1977), Bongaarts and Potter (1983». 

Note, however, that none of these studies has taken into account biases 

associated with self selection of birth control techniques. 

Also included in the reproduction function, and treated as endogenous, 

are the number of children born by 1970, the monthly frequency of intercourse, 

13 
and the wife's smoking. The monthly frequency of intercourse is reported in 

1970 and 1975, and the average is assumed to apply uniformly throughout the 

period of expos~re. Months of abstinence from intercourse during the five-year 

period, as noted, are excluded from the period at risk. Smoking by the mother 
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in 1970 .ay influenoe reproductive oapaoity. since it appears that s.okina reduces ges-

tation and birth weight, and elevates infant mortality and fetal wastage "(e.g. Rosenzweig 

and Schultz (1983), Praeger et ale (1984)~ and thus could influence pregnancy wastage and 

the likelihood of conception. Unfortunately. the aaount of smokinl durinl the 

period is not known. only whether the woman s.oked in 1970 (NOte in Table 1 that 

codinl is inverted for this variable). 

The set of instruments characterizina the couple's tastes. opportunities 

and oonstraints is extensive; information is employed on the personal charac-

teristics of the oouple that were thoulht to be exolenous with respect to the 

fertility decision. such as the husband's earninls (not that of the wife's) and 

the husband's and wife's education. relilious affiliation. and age. and features 

of the residential area that influenoe employment opportunities and the relative 

~osts of children and other 10ods. includinl medical and family planning infra

structure and service •• and local .ale. taxes and prices (See Table 1 for full 

li.t.) 

The final .ample with complete reproduotive histories 

and .et. of characteristics and who were capable of oonceivinl at the 1970 in

terview date contain. 1753 oouple •• 
14 

The average ale of the wife was 27.4 

year. in 1970. and ranges from 15 to 42; the couples had on average 1.9 

children in 1970 and had 2.5 children by the second interview in 1975. 

Descriptive statistics for the working sample and variable definitions are 

reported in Table 1. 

Becau.e the 'exposure period i. relatively short -- a maximum of five 

years -- and the overall demand for children among U.S. oouples is low. a large 

proportion of the sample had no oonceptions (53 percent). As a consequence. use 

of least .quare •• even with instrument •• will yield inoonsistent estimates of 

the repr9duction technology and thus of the eXOlenous supply of births amoDl the 



Table 1 

Variable Definitions and ~le Characteristics 

Variables Definition Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Endogenous Variables 

Average Monthly Ratio of the nUJ'Cber of conceptions, .0128 .0181 
Conception Rate, to the nUIrber of nonths of pregnancy 
1970-1975 risk (exposure period).a 

sterilization Proportion of exposure period, .155 .277 
1970-75, that is protected by 
sterilization. 

Pill or IUD Proportion of exposure period, .408 .397 
1970-75, using the pill or IUD. 

Diaphragm or Proportion of exposure period, .146 .304 
Condom 1970-75, using the diaphragm or 

condom. 

Ineffective Methods Proportion of exposure period, .132 .281 
1970-75, using jelly, foam, douche, 
withirawal, rlrfthm or other nethods. 

No Method Proportion of exposure period, .160 .286 
1970-75, using no nethod (or do 
not know). 

Births Nunber of live births born to 1.95 1.49 
nother before 1970. 

Not Srooking Mother is snoking in 1970. 1.65 .477 
(l=Yes, 2=No). 

Coi tal Frequency Average m::>nthly coital frequency, 8.65 4.91 
1970 and 1975. 

ExogenOUS Indiyidual Characteristics 

Education Years of Schooling conp1eted by 12.7 2.00 
wife. 

Incone 1970 Husband I S earned yearly incone 9420 38~0 
before taxes in 1970 ($). 

Incone 1975 HUSband I S earned yearly incone 16100 8040 
before taxes in 1975 ($). 

~bandls Age Age of husband in m::>nths in 1970. 359. 77 .2 



Table 1 continued 

Variables Definition Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Wife's Age Age of wife in IlDnths in 1970. 329 69.4 

Wife Protestant .609 .238 

Husband Protestant .600 .241 

Wife catholic .290 .206 

Husband catholic .276 .200 

Wife Jewish .0164 .0161 

Husband Jewish .0169 .0166 

Wife lo'brnon .0327 .0316 

Husband Mornon .0304 .0295 

Exogenous Area 'Olaracteristics b 

Health Expenditures IDeal government health ard .294 .119 
oospital expenditures in thousands 
of dollars per capita, 1965, at 
state or s-tSA level (xl02). 

Family Planning Nwrber of health departIrents with .907 3.73 
in Health Dept. family planning services per capita, 

1969 ~ at state or s-tSA level 
(xlO ). 

Family Planning Nwrber of hospitals with depart- .286 .462 
in Hospitals nents with services per capita, 

1969, at state level (xl05). 

PoIXliation per M.D. NLurber of persons per medical 1630 1030 
doctor, 1969, at state or SMSA level. 

Metropolitan Ole if located in standard metro .538 .499 
politan statistical area, 0 otherwise. 

City Size Population in SMSA in 1970 
(xlO-3). 

1280 2460 

Hospital Beds NllIrber of hospital beds per 
capita (xl02), 1965, state level. 

.480 .111 



Variables 

O:>stetrician
Gynecologists 
per capita 

Female Unenploy
ment Proportion 

General Unenploy
ment Proportion 

Share of Jobs in 
services 

Share of Jobs 
Sales 

Share of Jobs in 
Govermnent 

Cigarette Pri~ 

Sales Tax 

rtilk Price 

Table 1 continued 

Definition 

N.mber of obstetricians-gyne
cologists per capi~ at state 
or SMSA level (xlO ). 

Proportion of women in labor 
force, age 15-59, unerrployed, 
1970, at state level. 

Proportion of the labor force 
unerrployed, 1970, at state level. 

Percent of persons enployed in 
services, 1970, at state level 
(xlO) 

Percent of persons enployed in 
sales, 1970, at state level (xlO) 

Percent of persons errployed in 
government, 1970, at state 
level (xlO). 

Mean Standard 
Deviation 

.755 .687 

.0510 .00978 

.0407 .0110 

75.5 18.0 

167 61.8 

167 61.8 

Price of cigarettes before taxes, 34.4 3.18 
cents per pack, 1967-697 at state level. 

Retail sales tax on cigarett~ cents 1.22 
per pack, 1967-69, at state level. 

Retail price of milk per quart, 26.9 
1970, at state level. 

.873 

2.40 

a. The period of exposure approximates the number of months between the two 
interviews that the woman is exposed to the risk of c~nception. Those months 
are excluded during which the couple abstain from intercourse and in which the 
woman is pregnant. The average period of exposure for the sample is 62 monthe, 
and if abstinent months were included, the average period of exposure would be 
increased by 1.3 percent. 

b. Sources of the area characteristics are described in Rosenzweig and Schultz 
(1983). Where both state and SMSA characteristics are used, those individuals 
residing in an SMSA are attributed the characteristics for that SMSA, and those 
residing outside of a SMSA are attributed the average characteristic for their 
state. 



15 .a.p1e couple.. Accordingly. we eap10y .aximum likelihood .ethod. to e.timate 

a 1i.ited dependent variable (Tobit) .ode1. Becau.e the properties of the 

Tobit .04e1 e.ti.ate •• ay be .en.itive to the iapo.ed and unverifiable 

a •• uaption of noraa1ity of the underlying di.tribution of unob.ervab1e •• the 

Tobit e.ti.ate. could be .ore a'ymptotica11y bia.ed than tho.e e.ti.ate. 

obtained u.ing the linear .pecification (Ne1.on. 1981). We report coefficient 

e.ti.ate. fro. the linear and cen.ored nor.a1 model.. Both are e.ti.ated with 

and without instruments to as.ess the role of .e1ection bias as.ociated with 

fertility ,upp1y variation. 

4. Estimate. of the Reproduction Technology 

Table 2 report. the ordinart 1ea.t .quares (OLS). two-.tage least 

.quares (TSLS). and .ing1e and two-.taae Tobit estimates of the reproduction 

function. with the expected value derivative. derived from the Tobit linear co-

efficient. reported in brackets adjacent to the relevant Tobit index 

16 
coefficient.. The .pecified nine inputs directly explain (OLS) 26 percent of 

the variation in the aonth1y conception rate. However. Wu (1974)-Hausaan (1978) 

'pecification tests, confirm. at the one percent level of confidence. that the 

seven conception inputs. excluding age. are jOintly correlated with the 

"fecundity" residual. Indeed. as predicted. the estimates of the reproductive 

effects of all of the contraceptive method. are under.tated by the sing1e-.taae 

estiaate. co.pared with the con.i.tent. but .oaewhat less precise. two-.tage 

estimate~ de.ilned to deal with contraception selectivity. The e.timated 

effectiveness of the pill/IUD i. under.tated by 100 percent (linear) aDd 38 

percent (Tobit). respectively. the estiaated effectiveness of the diaphragm 

and condoa increases by 107 percent in either specification when 



Table 2 

Linear and Censored Normal (Tobit) Specifications of the Reproduction runction: 
Single-Stage and Two-Stage Estimates 

runctional Specification! Linear K?@l O:lefficients ML Tbbit Index Coefficients 
Estimation Metlxld CLS TSLS Single Stage Two Stage 

EXplanatory Variables: (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Proportion of exposure period 
protected by: 

SterilizationCI -.00453 -.0399 -.00448 [-.00236]d -.0722 [-.0380]d 
(2.44)b (2.93)b (1.22)C (3.18)C 

Pill or IlJ)Cl -.0112 -.0232 -.0229 [-.Ol20] -.0315 [-.0165] 
(7.39) (2.27) (7.52) (1.86) 

Diatfuagm or oondonJIl -.00509 -.0161 -.0115 [-.00604] -.0295 [-.0155] 
(2.99) (1.38) (3.27) (1.51) 

Ineffective methodsa -.00277 -.00861 -.00388 [-.00204] -.00751 [-.00395] 
(1.52) (0.58) (1.07) (0.31) 

Births before 1970 -.0940 .0539 -.184 .0225 
(xl02) a (2.91) (0.35) (2.76) (0.09) 
Coital frequency -.143 .l22 -.358 .138 
(xlO-3)a (1.85) (0.17) (2.41) (0.11) 
Not snDkinga .00133 .0172 .00266 .0291 

(1.70) (3.41) (1.71) (3.51) 
Age of woman (xlo-3) -.364 -.284 -.225 -.0481 

(7.14) (3.01) (2.09) (0.30) 
Age scpared (xl0-6) .356 .241 -.0869 -.304 

(4.88) (1.95) (0.54) (1.40) 
Intercept .0994 .0677 -.0967 .0283 

Standard (11.46) (4.23) (5.49) (1.05) error .0262 .0270 
(38.99) (38.67) 

R2 .264 

F/lnlikelihood 69.45 42.47 1361 1322 

aEndogenous variable. For instrument list, see table 1. 
bAbso1ute value of t-ratios reported in parentheses beneath regression coefficients. 
~lute values of asynptotic t-ratios in parentheses beneath regression coefficients. 
dsracketed terms are the derivatives of the expected value of the conception rate evaluate1 at the 
sanp1e mean v-olues. 
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instruaents are used. The .ost significant bias appears to be imparted to the 

sterilization coefficient; the two-stale instruaente4 coefficients are al.ost 

9 times (linear) and over 16 times (Tobit) the size of their single-stale 

counterparts. Notable is the i~lication of the two-stale esti .. tes that the 

diaphragm and condom methods are on a par with the pill and IUD in contraceptive 

effectiveness as used by a representative couple; both methods. however. are 

leu than half as "use-effective" as sterilization. 

The consistent two-stale Tobit pOint estimates suggest that the sample 

mean conception rate when no method of contraception is practiced is about 2.5 

17 
percent per month. The change in conception rates associated with the use of 

a specific contraceptive based on the estimated Tobit index coefficients 

suggests that switching from no method to sterilization. the pill or IUD and the 

diaphra,m or condom reduces the probability of conception, given sample usa,e. 

to zero, by 55 percent, and by 52 percent, respectively. The coefficient for 

ineffective methods is not statistically different from zero. indicating that 

such methods are classified appropriately. The two-stale Tobit coefficients for 

the wife's ale are also estimated too imprecisely to accurately depict the age 

trajectory of potential fertility supply. However. the age variables are 

jOintly statistically significant (X2 test •• 05 significance level). 

Of the other reproduction variables. the number of births accumulated 

prior to 1970 is negatively correlated with the monthly probability of 
. 

conception from 1970 to 1975 (OLS and sin,le-sta,e Tobit estimates); however. 

this pattern is apparently not rooted in reproductive biolo,y. as neither the 

two-sta,e linear nor the Tobit estimates reveal any statistically significant 

relationship between prior fertility and subsequent conception rates. given 

contraception. Not smoking appears to increase the conception rate according to 

the two-stale estimates. as is consistent with recent findings in the medical 

literature (Praeger et al. (1984). The data do not confirm any significant effect of 
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coital frequency on fertility: the direct association (sinlle stale) is weak 

but inverse, whereas the two-stale estiaates are essentially zero, thoulh of the 

anticipated siln. The imprecise esti .. te of the coital frequency effect aay be 

in part due to the inability of the instruments to predict well the variation in 

this variable (X2-.067). 

5. Fecundity. Fertility and Life-Cycle Adjustments in Contraception. 

Female Labor Supply. and Earninls. 

The two-stale Tobit estimates of the effects of contraception on the 

aonthly probability of conception, while interestinl by themselves, enable the 

separation of the behaviorial and biololical coaponents of fertility so that the 

consequences of variation in fertility supply can be assessed. The two-stage 

estimates provide a consistent prediction for each couple of its fertility 

(conception rate) based on its actual choice of contraceptives. The difference 

between this consistent prediction, based on the reproduction technololY and 

actual behavior, and the couple's actual conception rate contains the persistent 

and random components of fertility that are beyond the couple's control, namely, 

unexplained deviations in f.ertility supply. These prediction "errors" can be 

computed for different selments of the life cycle in order to decompose the 
. 18 

supply errors into their persistent and random parts. 

Because of the truncation at zero of the conception probability, and 

hence the use of the Tobit estiaation procedure, the predicted or expected value 

e of the conception rate nij for each couple j in period i is computed froa the 

formula: 

(5) 
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where B' is the vector of esti .. ted (two-sta,e) Tobit index coefficients (Table 

2, coluan 4), Fij is the vector of actual input values for couple j in period i, 

i and ~ are the cuaulative noraal and noraal density values evaluated on the 

basis of the couples' actual input values, and ~ is the estiaated Tobit standard error. 

A consistent (i.e., as t goes to infinity) estimate of the persistent or fixed component of 

fertility supply for a couple j for whoa fertility, net of inputs, is computed for each of 

t periods, froa (15), is: 

(16) 

and thus the period-specific, unanticipated fertility component is: 

(17) 

To estimate a couples' response to variation in the persistent and 

transitory supply components, we divide the five-year period containinl the 

calendar information from which the reproduction techDololY was estimated into 

two equal two and one-half year se,ments to compute p and 8. Oar estimates 

imply that somewhat more than half of the unexplained variation in fertility is 

222 persistent, that is ~ I(~ +~ ) K .56. While a Ireater number of interval 
p P I 

selments ai,ht be desirable for estimatinl the permanent and transitory 

components of fertility supply, short intervals provide little information about 

fecundity in a settin, where the avera,e level of contraceptive effectiveness is 

hi,h, as in our sample. 

If the measure of fecundity p based on the average of the two intervals from 

1970-75 reflects that component of fertility supply that is persistent, then, 

given imperfect and 
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costly fertility control, variation in p should explain a sianificant proportion 

19 
of the variance in the nuaber of total births born to couples. Moreover, 

since p is denominated as a conception rate, its effect on cu.ulated births 

should increase over the life-cycle of the couple. Columns one and two of Table 

3 report relressions of the number of children ever born on a set of 

socioeconomic variables reflecting the demand for births excludinl and including, re-

spective1y, the constructed measure of couple-specific fecundity and its 

interaction with the wife's ale. As expected, couples with a hilher biololical 

propensity to conceive, net of their efforts to reduce conceptions or births, do 

accumulate increasingly more births as they age, after age 20. Indeed, 

explanatory power increases by 60 percent when the fertility supply and 

supply-ale interaction variables are added to the set of demand (instrumental) . 

variables. Inter-couple heterogeneity in the exolenous supply of births 

accounts for slilhtly more than 10 percent of the total variation in cumulated 

births across familie •• 

Figure 1 plots the cumulative effects on children ever born of variation 

in p of one standard deviation around the sample mean, based on the p co-

efficients in Column 2 of Table 3. As shown, couples with a fecundity level 

that is one-standard deviation above the mean accumulate 0.44 "extra" births by 

the time the wife i. age 30, 0.68 additional births at age 35, and 0.90 

additional birth. when the wife reaches age 40. 

The positive association between p and cumulative fertility that in-

creases with age could be merely an artifact of p being measured in the last 

five years of each couple's life cycle. The same regression is reported, 

therefore, employing children ever born in 1970 as the dependent variable. 

Fecundity, as measured in the 1970-75 period, should be related to fertility 

before 1970, if p represents a per.istent biological predisposition to conceive, 



Table 3 

Effects of Exogenous Fertility Slpply on Act:ual. Fertility in 1975 and 1970a 

Dependent Variable: Cl~ J gn=n EllIIt &:ull::1215 Chilgtfm EllIIt Bgm-121Q 
Ipcification; (1) (2) (2) 

Exp1anatoty Variables: 

\I -persistant individual -49.0 -42.6 
fixed effect (fecumity) (4.37) (5.03) 

\I x wife's age .202 .147 
(6.45) (5.07) 

mucation -.104 -.111 -.131 

(xlO-4) 
(5.02) (5.72) (7.27) 

Incane 1970 .144 .140 .207 
(1.26) (1.30) (2.07) 

Incane 1975 (xlo-4) .0526 .0272 .0150 
(1.02) 9.56) (0.33) 

Wife's age .0235 .0261 .0371 
(4.50) (5.31) (9.66) 

Wife's age squared (xlO-4) -.245 -.263 -.407 
(3.90) (4.47) (7.44) 

fllsbarx1 Protestant .206 .139 .0345 
(1.42) (1.02) (0.27) 

ausband Catholic .409 .389 .289 
(2.54) (2.58) (2.06) 

ausband Jewish -.0650 -.0361 -.00824 
(0.10) (0.06) (0.01) 

fllsbarx1 Momon .775 .619 .281 
(1.73) (1.47) (0.71) 

Female unenployment rate 1.61 2.85 -4.02 
(0.16) (0.31) (0.47) 

Family Planning in Health 
Department -1839 -2355 -1515 

(1.40) (1.92) (1.33) 
Health Expenditures 99.1 127 100 

(2.28) (3.11) (2.64) 
Intercept -6.75 -4.93 -4.94 

(1.99) (1.54) (1.71) 

R2 .181 . .282 .412 

F 11.85 19.80 35.34 

aAll instruments in Table 1 are included, but only selected socioeconanic 
variables are reported. Absolute values of t-ratio's in parentheses beneath 
regression coefficients. 
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aa4 001 ... 3 of T.bl. 3 di.pl'7' ••••• ti.117 the •• ae patt.r •••• wh •• the l.t.r 

••••• r. of f.rtilit7 i ••• pl07.d. Co.pl •• ob •• rv.d to h.~. h~lh.r f.o.-4it7 i. 

the 1970-75 p.riod .1.0 .pp •• r to ha~ •• oc ... lat.d • Ir •• t.r .-.h.r of birth. b7 

1970. if the wife w •• th •• o~.r '1' 24. W. f •• l J •• tifi.d. th.refore. ia tentatively 

a. eontrao.ptiy. Sel.ctio. 

Th •• hortf.ll or .so ••• i. birth •••• oci.t.d with f.o.Ddity v.riatio. i. 

the .et r ••• lt of both the iaher •• t prop ••• itie. to co.ceiv. a.d • coupl.' • 

• lloc.tive r"pOD.e to luch •• pply oOD.tr.i.t.. AI the aodel IU'le.t.4. whether 

or .ot couple. C.D 4i.ti.,uilh perlilt •• t fro. r.ndo. lupply Ihookl. th.y will 

re.ct to th •• o~er ti.e by re.llocati., r.produoti~e iDp.ts iD order to b.tt.r 

.quilibrate their r.db.d lupply of births to their d ••• nd for birth.. ''table 4 

reports .. si ... lik.lihood Tobit coeffici'Dts d.scribiD, how v.ri.tio.s i. 

fecundity (p) and how r.ndo. fertility shocks (.) •••• e •• ured in the first 2.5 . 

y •• r. of the 1970-75 i.terval •• ffect (1) the .is of cODtr.ceptive .ethod. 

chose. i. the .eco.d 2.5-y •• r period .nd (2) the d •••• d for a4ditioD.l births at 

the end of the interval in 1975, as measured by the couples' responses to a 

question concerning their "intended" number of children. All coefficients are 

estimated using maximum likelihood Tobit to take account of the concentration 

of observations at zero for each dependent variable. 

Th. fi.di.,s i. T.ble 4 indicate that couples with .bove-.vera,. 

f.cuD4ity become .terilize4 .arlier. u •• the 4iaphra,. or condo •• or. 

fr.que.tly. and u.e i •• ffectiv ••• thods l.s. frequ.ntly i. the later i.t.rv.l. 

For liv'D f.cundity. coupl •• esperieDci.s .D u.espect.dly hish.r cODception .rat.

i. the first iDterv.l spend a •• aller proportion of the •• st i.terval without 

IDy protectioD .nd •• ploy iD.ffective .ethod. l •• s fr.qu.Dtly co.par.d to 

couplel who had .sp.ri.nced no f.rtility ".hock. II Such couple. are a1l0 

.arsiDally .or. lik.ly to ••• the pill or IUD aDd .arli.ally I ••• lik.ly to 

beco ••• terliz.d. Th •• videDt rel.ctaDc. of coupl •• with only. t •• porary .hock 



Table 4 
Effects of Exogenous Fertility SUpply in 1970-1972, on Oontrace~ive Use in 1973-75, 

By Method, and on Fertility DeI1laOO in 1975 

fr~rtiQn Qf Period JUne 1922 tQ 1925 using Methodi Demand for 
Additional 

Dependent Variable: Sterili- Pill or Diaphragm Ineffective No Method Births 
zatiQO roo Qr Condom Metmds in 1925 

Estimation Method: ML Tobit ML Tobit ML Tobit ML Tobit ML Tobit ML Tobit 

Explanatory Variable: 

~ -~rsistant individual 14.5 -1.15 5.25 -5.58 .152 -13.0 
f1xed effect (fecundity) (5.52) (1.06) (3.02) (3.25) (0.14) (3.07) 

c -random effect -2.64 1.83 -2.49 -3.26 -10.8 1.20 
(1.43) (1.49) (1.26) (1.69) (7.69) (0.34) 

Intercept -.445 .101 -.751 -.795 -.418 -2.30 
(2.97) (4.74) (14.0) (14.94) (9.92) (13.7) 

Standard error .970 .745 .996 .958 .714 2.25 
(5.38) (41.4) (23.1) (22.2) (17.1) (18.5) 

IDg Likelihood 1364 1651 1093 ' 1000 1095 1040 

aAbsolute values of asymptotiC t-ratios in parentheses beneath index coefficients. 
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to fertility to employ the aore permanent and irreversible fora of contraception 

compared to couples with hilher fecundity is further confiraation that p is 

measurinl the aore persistent component of fertility supply. Finally. the last 

column of Table 4 indicates that. as expected. aore fecund couples reduced their 

deaand for additional births or. conversely. sub-fecUDd couples had a hi,her 

unaet demand for children by 1975. 20 

A natural way to sumaarize quantitatively the contraceptive adjustments 

made over the life-cycle by couples experiencing different fertility supplies is 

to weight. for each couple. the contraceptive effectiveness of each of the 

methods. as estimated in Column 4. Table 2. by the proportions of the interval 

each method was employed by the couple. Table 5 reports relressions of this 

measure of the average effectiveness of contraceptive practices employed in the 

1973-75 interval on p and 8. as measured in the 1970-72 interval. and oh.the set 

of socioeconomic variables. In column 1. Table 5. the hypotheses are confirmed 

at the 1 percent level that (i) couples with higher fecundity choose more 

efficient methods and (ii) the reallocation of methods is stronger when p varies 

than when there are changes in the serially uncorrelated supply of births. 8. 

In column 2. the hypothesis that the adjustments to persistent fertility supply 

effects grow stronger over the life-cycle is also confirmed -- as higher-p 

21 couples age. they adjust upward their contraceptive effectiveness. The pOint 

estimates indicate. as plotted in Figure 2. that couples whose fecundity is one 

standard deviation higher than the sample mean exhibit an average contraceptive 

effectiveness that is 13 percent higher when the wife is age 25. 23 percent 

higher when she is 30. and 45 percent higher when she is 40. compared to couples of the 
. with average 

same age~fecundity. As shown in Table 3 and Figure 1, however, these adjustments are 

not sufficient to offset fully the persistently higher conception rate. The offset to 

the higher "supply" level is 10 percent by age 25 and reaches only 43 percent by age 40. 

Unwanted births acC-ording to tliese--estlmates are still a sUDstantial share of all U.S. 

births in 1970-75, as is consistent with subjectively-ascertained responses from 

fertility surveys (Westoff and Ryder (1977». 



Table 5 

Effects of Exogenous Fertility SlWly and Actual. Fertility, 
~ 1972, on Contraceptive Effectiveness in 1973-75a 

:PClf.i.!dltiQD 
Explanatory Variable: (1) (2) (3) (4) 

~ - persistent individual .137 -.443 
fixed effect (fecwx1ity) (10.16) (5.09) 

~ x wife's age (xlo-2) .180 
(6.75) 

£ - rarXlom effect .0350 .0151 

:It wife's age (xlo-4) 
(2.28) (0.15) 

£ .659 

(xlO-2) 
(0.21) 

Olildren ever born, 1972 .236 .567 

CEB x wife's age (xlo-5) 
(11.5) (4.72) 

-.814 

OIildren born 1970-72 (xlO-3) 
(2.78) 

.373 -.927 
(0.72) (0.29) 

CB x wife's age (xlO-5) .205 

Education (xlo-3) 
(0.22) 

-.434 -.487 -.143 -.0771 

(xlO-7) 
(2.78) (3.16) (0.91) (0.49) 

Incane 1970 .102 .0941 .490 .~H) 
(1.19) (1.10) (0.57) (0.36) 

Incane 1975 (xlO-7) .0013 .0493 .153 .147 

Wife'S age (xlO-3) 
(0.29) (0.13) (0.40) (0.38) 
.204 .198 .112 .0710 
(5.60) (5.50) (3.01) (1.50) 

Wife's age squared (xlO-6) -.239 -.230 -.143 -.0696 

Husband Protestant (xlO-2) 
(5.05) (4.91) (2.99) (1.09) 
-.0917 -.0885 -.0792 -.0734 

Husband Catholic (xlO-2) 
(0.84) (-.82) (0.73) (0.68) 
-.0602 -.0749 -1.42 -1.31 

Husband Jewish (xlO-2) 
(0.50) (0.63) (1.19) (1.10) 
-.917 -8.78 -7.88 -7.65 

Husband Momon (xl02) 
(1.96) (l.91) (1.70) (1.66) 
-.511 -4.35 -5.12 -5.14 
(1.51) (1.31) (1.53) (1.54) 

Female unenploynent rate -.0219 -.0235 -.0357 -.0365 
(0.30) (0.32) (0.49) (0.50) 

Family planning in health 
department 150 146 99.1 92.9 

(2.51) (2.47) (1.68) (1.59) 
Health expenditures -.148 -.0737 -.512 -.546 

(0.45) (0.23) (1.58) (1.69) 
Intercept .0170 .0154 .0202 .0250 

(0.67) (0.62) (0.81) (0.99) 

R2 .. 118 .145 .138 .143 

F 6.77 8.10 8.11 7.95 

"All instruments in Table 1 are included, but only selected socioeconanic 
variables are reported. Absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses beneath 
regression coefficients. 
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In column. 3 .nd 4 of T.ble 5. the per.i.tant .nd tempor.ry .e •• ure. of 

fertility ,upply .re repl.ced by the couple' •• ctu.l fertility -- it. cumul.ted 

birth. throu,h 1972 .nd .ctu.l birth. occurinl in the interv.l 1970-72 -- in 

order to •••••• how well .ctu.l prior f.rtility •• rve •••• proxy for eXOlenou. 

fertility ,upply. Thi. comp.ri.on en.ble. u. to ae •• ure the bi •• fro. or the 

con.equence. of specifyinl actual fertility as a variable conditioning household 

decision •• when fertility itself .1.0 embodies the effects of hou.ehold 

preference..A. di.cu •• ed in section 2. the existence of • seri.l correl.tion 

in couple-specific preference. should bi •• downw.rd the effect of fertility 

supply vari.tion on contr.ceptive choice when .ctu.l fertility is used to 

represent exo,enous supply. This is confirmed in T.ble 5: The •• timate. of 

Table 3 indic.te th.t p mu.t be hi,he~ by .0427 in order for cumul.ted birth. to 

increase by one for a woman who.e .,e i •• t the sample mean in 1972 (a,e 30). 

The estimates of column 2 in T.ble 5 indicate that this incre.se in fecundity, 

sufficient to r.i.e .ctual fertility by one birth. would increase contraceptive 

effectivene.s by .0087 or by 54 percent. In contr.st, • one-birth rise in 

actu.l fertility (column 4) is •• sociated with only •• 0028 or 17 percent 

incre •• e in contraceptive effectivene.s .t the sample mean.. The life-cycle 

adju.tment in contraceptive choice to fertility supply variation ••• measured by 

.ctual fertility. i. less than one-third that measured by u.ing P. which 

pre.umably i. pur,ed of .ny fertility-preference component. The magnitude of 

bi •• i •• therefore, consider.ble in treatinl fertility as exo,enous in the study 

of contraceptive practice. 

The under.tatement of the dynamic .djustment. in contraception to fecun

dity variation is not the only con.equence of regre •• in" .ssenti.lly, current 

fertility demand variables (i.e. contraception) OD la"ed fertility, .s in most 

previous studies of contrace~tive choice (Mich.el (1973)~ Michael .nd Willi. 

(1975». Since .ctu.l fertility, bec.u •• it i. p.rtially demand-determined. i. 
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conditioned by price. and characteri.tic. of the parent •• lalled fertility will 

pick up the .ffect. of the.e fertility deterainant. on current contraceptive 

choice. Thi. i. al.o .een in Table 5. In column 2. in which p and I are 

included. the two most .ilnificant "demand" determinant. of the effectiveness of 

contraception. a.ide from ale. are the wife'. education and the extent of local 
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family planning proaram.. In the 'pecifications in which measures of prior 

fertility are included as regre •• or •• however. the coefficient. on the.e two 

variables are reduced sub.tantially: the wife' •• chooling coefficient i. reduced 

in absolute value by 75 percent and lo.e. its stati.tical .ianificancei the 

.tati.tically significant po.itive faaily planning coefficient is reduced in 

ab.olute value by a third. 

b. Female Life-Cycle L~bor Supply and Earnings. 

In the .econd half of the five-yea% interval between the 1970 and 1975 

interview date •• 64 percent of the .ample wives worked at least four day. per week in 

one month. Wives' participation in the labor market, according to this definition, 

rose from Sl percent in any month during 1973 to S4 percent in the year preceding the 

la.t interview in 1975. Columns 1. 3 and 5 in Table 6 report Tobit maximum likelihood 

estimates of the effects of variations in the per.istent and transitory measures 

23 of fertility supply on these measures of the wife's labor supply. In all 

equations. the fertility supply variables add .ianificantly to the likelihood 

function. The estimates indicate that amona couples whose fecundity is one 

standard deviation above the population mean. the proportion of months between 

1973 and 1975 in which the wife participated in the labor market was reduced by 

16 percent. As was evident for fertility and contraception. moreover. the 

effects of fecundity variation appear to increase over the life-cycle among 

the hiahly-fecund couples. the probability that the wife participated in the 

labor market was 12 percent lower in 1973 and wU 17 percent lower in 1975. 



Table 6 
Effects of Exogenous Fertility ~ and Actual Fertility on Slbsequent Measures 

of e Labor Slw1yil 

Dependent Variable: Proportion of Interval Participation Participation 
~~ 10 1913-1215 10 1213 in 1925 

Estimation Method: ML ~it ML Etcbit ML Probit 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Explanatory variable: 

\I -persistant individual -5.55 -7.84 -12.4 
fixed effect (fecundity) (6.75) (4.48) (6.90) 

c -random effect .162 -4.50 4.13 
(0.17) (2.27) (2.04) 

Children ever born, 1970 -.00371 -.0411 .0369 
(0.31) (1.56) (1.41) 

Children born 1970-1972 -.236 -.502 -.388 
(8.28) (8.14) (6.42) 

Education .0545 .0555 .115 .116 .107 .113 
(7.07) (7.03) (6.81) (6.62) (6.34) (6.53) 

Income 1970 (xlO-4) -.0678 -.0638 -.237 -.231 -.149 -.138 
(1.35) (1.27) (2.19) (2.11) (1.38) (1.27) 

Income 1975 (xl0-4) -.155 -.156 -.238 -.243 -.259 -.261 
(6.68) (6.71) (4.79) (4.85) (5.25) (5.29) 

Wife's age -.00232 -.00421 -.0117 -.0136 .00330 -.00197 

(xlO-4) 
(1.09) (1.92) (2.54) (2.83) (0.72) (0.42) 

Wife's age squared .0443 .0606 .169 .181 .0145 .0338 
(1.59) (2.14) (2.80) (2.92) (0.24) (0.55) 

Husband Protestant -.126 -.116 -.218 -.204 -.199 -.189 
(2.35) (2.19) (1.85) (1.71) (1.67) (7.59) 

Husband catholic -.182 -.165 -.258 -.213 -.298 -.300 
(3.15) (2.85) (2.03) (1.65) (2.33) (2.35) 

Husband Jewish -.0706 .0930 -.0937 -.169 .0588 .0495 
(0.58) (0.76) (0.35) (0.63) (0.22) (0.18) 

Husband Monoon -.219 -.190 -.593 -.510 -.433 -.425 
(2.22) (1.94) (2.77) (2.35) (2.06) (2.03) 

Female unenp10ynent rate -1.02 -.908 -5.32 -5.30 -1.47 -1.19 
(0.65) (0.59) (1.59) (1.58) (0.44) (0.35) 

Family planning in health 
department 1871 "2616 -3641 -1776 2706 3719 

(0.60) (0.84) (0.54) (0.26) (0.40) (0.55) 
Health expenditures -3.96 -3.34 13.6 18.3 1.16 .362 

(0.31) (0.26) (0.50) (0.67) (0.04) (0.13) 
Intercept .320 .850 1.58 2.33 -1.42 -.183 

(0.79) (2.04) (1.80) (2.55) (1.63) (0.20) 

Standard error .563 
(49.2) 

.560 
(48.9) 

1Dg Likelihood 1475 1465 1150 1130 1139 1142 

ilAbsolute values of asyuptotic t ratios in parentheses beneath slope coefficients. 
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In contrast to the persistent fecuDdity effects e.bodied in p, a 

transitory increase in the supply of births appears to have little or no last in, 

effect on the proportion of ti.e spent by the wife in the labor market in the 

2.5-year interval followin, the unanticipated birth (colu.n 1). While the 

wife'. probability of participation fall. in the year immediately following the 

interval during which the fertility ,upply .hock occurs (column 3), the 

likelihood of her participating increase. by almost as auch two year. later 

(column 5). This compensatory pattern of life-cycle labor ,upply response to 

exogenous, transitory changes in fertility is siailar to that found by 

Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1980) in their .tudy of the labor supply responses of 

women experiencing an (unanticipated) .. ltiple birth in their first pregnancy. 

Estiaate~ of the as.ociation. between actual cumulative and recent 

fertility and female labor rRpply (columns 2, 4 and 6 of Table 6) provide a 

different picture of the causal relationship between the timing of labor supply 

and exogenous changes in fertility. The number of children ever born prior to 

1970 has no .ignificant association with the wife's labor market time in the 

1973-75 period; higher cumulated births prior to 1970 are associated with a 

marginally lower participation probability in 1973, but are associated with a 

marginally higher participation probability in 1975. The number of children 

born between 1970 and 1972, however, is 'ignificantly and negatively associated 

with time worked by the wife in the 1973-75 period and with labor-force 

participation probabilities in both 1973 and 1975. 

"These labor supply-fertility results, based on actual fertility values, 

are often interpreted as reflecting the ,reater "time-intensity" of younger 

children (Willis (1973». Bowever, in contrast with p and 8, which are 

independent of preferences by construction, actual fertility will be correlated 

with latent taste factors that also" influence labor supply. It is thus not 
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possible to rule out the hypothesis. for esaaple. that women who postpone births 

do 10 in order to participate in the labor .. rket while younl. With respect to 

quantitative effects. the associations between actual fertility in the 1970-72 

period and the wife's participation in 1973 and 1975 overstate both the 

iamediate (1973) nelative and 10nler tera labor supply responses to an 

unanticipated birth. The wife's probability of labor force partiCipation is 

reduced at the saaple means by 40 percent in 1973. and by 28 percent in 1975. in 

response to an actual birth between 1970-72. The arrival of an unanticipated 

birth in the same 3G-aonth period (less 9 months for the prelnancy) would 

require an increase in the monthly conception rate of approsimately 1/21; this 

increase in a sufficient to yield one unanticipated estra birth would reduce the 

wife's li~lihood of participation by only 18 percent in the followinl year 

24 
(1973). and increases the participation probability by 14 percent in 1975. 

Given heteroleneity in preferencel. it would be espected that the use of 

actual fertility milht lead to nelatively-biased estimates of labor supply 

responses to esolenous variations in fertility supply. However. the estimates 

in Table 6 sUllest that none of the other estimated coefficients in the labor 

supply equations are importantly affected by whether Or not actual fertility 

variables are included·as relressors in place of the fertility supply variables. 

This is in marked contrast to the estimates of the contraception equations. 

One important labor supply deterainant left out'of the equations 

reported in Table 6. and likely to be correlated with fertility. is the wife's 

wale. This was deliberate. since we rela~ the wale rate received by the wife 

as eudolenously-determined. a function of work esperience and thus of prior 

labor supply decisions. Our estimates thus show the reduced-form effects of 

eSOlenous variation in fertility supply on life-cycle allocation deCisions. We can, 

however, also examine the net effect of unanticipated fertility variation on the earnin! 
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of the wife. If children and the wife'. hoae ti.e are coapleaents, as our labor 

.upply e.timates su"e.t, and there are important payoffs to work ezp.ri.nc., 

then w. would ezp.ct that .or. f.cund wiv •• would have le.s labor fore. 

,zperience aad thus would rec.iv. a lower wa,. rat. at any a,e. Variation in 

the supply of births .hould also account for a si,nificant proportion of the 

w.,e variation among .arri.d wom.n. 

Mincer and Polachek (1974) estiaat.d the eff.ct of f.rtility on the 

.arnin,. of .arri.d wom.n using actual cumulative f.rtility as a re,r.ssor. 

While they r.co,nized the .ndolen.ity of f.rtility, simultan.ous .quations 

methods were esch.wed (corr.ctly) b.caus., as th.y noted, " ••• the fertility 

function would be estiaated by the •••• variables as the labor supply function." 

(p\.599). Our procedur., which tak.s account of the r'productive t.chnolOIY, 

p.rmits the .Lt.iaation of the eff.cts of .zolenous variation in the supply of 

births on the earnin,s of .arri.d wom.n without the ne.d to impose arbitrary 

id.ntification restrictions on the hous.hold dem.nd syst ••• 

Tabl. 7 reports .stimates froa three specifications of the deter.inant. 

of the 10, of the weekly .arain,. for the subset of 972 wive. workin, in 1975. 

Since human capital theory indicates that an individual's current wa,e is a 

function of his or h.r labor force ezperience, all determinants of the wife's 

l.bor supply are includ.d in each specific.tion. Note th.t this means th.t 

correction for selectivity bi.s resultin, from self-selection by women into the 

labor market must rely on differences in functional form between the sample 

inclusion (labor fore. partic~pation) and wale .quations or on distributional 

assumptions. Use of the probit proc.dur. to estimate the participation equation 

allows one test (B.ckman (1974» for s.lectivity bias. On the basis of this, we 

could not reject the hypoth.sis of no s.lectivity when either p or actual 

fertility was includ.d in the earain,s .quation (specifications (2) and 



Table 7 

Effects of Exogenous Fertility Slpply aOO Actual Feraility 
on (IDg) weekly Earnings of Married WOmen, 1975 

fPcifigatiQD 
Elgl~Qt,Q~ Y~tiable; m ':Ill '31 

11- persistent individual -5.28 
fixed effect (fecundity) (3.20) 

Children ever born, 1975 -.0885 
(4.27) 

Education .0632 .0648 .0533 
(4.22) (4.36) (3.55) 

Income 1970(xlO-4) -.128 -.134 -.133 
(2.57) (2.72) (2.70) 

Income 1975 (xlO-4) -.156 -.155 -.151 
(1.50) 1.50) (1.47) 

Wife's age (xlO-2) -.279 -.409 -.111 
(0.61) (0.90) (0.24) 

Wife's age squared (xlO-5) .596 .753 .461 
(1.09) (.137) (0.85) 

Husband Protestant -.0481 -.0522 -.0348 
(0.46) (0.50) (0.34) 

Husband catOOlic -.114 -.122 -.0506 
(0.99) (1.06) (0.44) 

Husband Jewish .137 .146 .148 
(0.61) (0.65) (0.67) 

Husband Momon -.383 -.350 -.284 
(1.93) (1.77) (1.44) 

Female unemployment rate 5.76 5.69 5.62 
(1.87) (1.86) (1.84) 

Family planning in health 
department 3200 3808 2851 

(0.53) (0.63) (0.48) 

Health expenditures -10.8 -10.4 -5.59 
(0.44) (0.42) (0.23) 

Intercept 3.71 3.95 3.S8 
(3.95) (4.22) (3.84) 

R2 .0518 .0618 .0695 

~ 4.36 4.86 5.50 
1 mstnurents in Table 1 included, but only selected socioeconaruc 

variables are reported. Absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses beneath 
slope coefficients. 
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(3». The hypothesis was rejected for the specification escludin, fertility; 

however, coefficient estiaates were essentially identical whether or not 

selectivity was "corrected" and the uncorrected estiaates are reported for 

co.parability across specifications in Table 7. 

The findin,s reported in Table 7 confirm that inclusion of the fecundity 

variable increases the esplanatory power of the female earnin,s re,ression, by 

20 percent; persistent fertility supply variation alone accounts for about one 

percent of the total variation in earnin,s amona married women. The coefficient 

on ~ implies that a one standard-deviation increase in fecundity is associated 

with a 10 percent loss in the wife's weekly earnin,s, with the absolute amount 

of the earnin,s loss increasin, over the life-cycle (since earnin,s rise). 

Variations in fecundity combined with imperfect and costly fertility control 

~hus esert substantial effects on the distribution of market human capital 

accumulated by American wives, presumably by varyin, their esperience and 

trainin, in the labor market. 

Actual cumulative fertility and the wife's earnin,s are also 

si,nificantly and ne,atively associated. However, the coefficient on children 

ever born understates the decrease in female earnin,s due to variation in 

fertility supply -- a rise in fecundity sufficient to yield an increase in one 

unanticipated or "escess" birth (from Table 3) for women a,ed 33 (the mean a,e 

of the sample women in 1975) would lower earnin,s by 17 percent, compared to the 

9 percent reduction associated with a one-child increase in children ever born. 

Conditioning earnings on actual fertility also biases downward the coeffi~ient 

on the wife's schooling in her earnings function by 18 percent. 

Both of the estimates of the effects of fertility on the earnin,s of 

married women in Table 7 esce~d those found by Mincer and Polachek; however, 

their earnin,s specifications included as re,ressors prior work esperience. 
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When predicted work experience variables were used by them, in recoanition of 

the endo,eneity of labor supply, the coefficient on children ever born became 

positive. The positive relationship between actual fertility, net of cumulative 

labor supply effects, and fe.ale eamin,s found by Kincer and Polachek sUI,ests 

that an (exolenous) increase in female earnin,s may increase the demand for 

children. use of actual fertility, reflect ina both the demand for and supply 

of births, thus underpredicts the earninas loss from purely supply-induced or 

"unwanted" variations in fertility. 

6. Conclusion 

In our sample of white, married women in the United States in 1970, 27 
. 

percent of the couples reported that they had one or more unwanted children by 

1975, while 62 percent reported that they had experienced one or more births 

earlier than they had intended. Thus, in a society which is relatively 

sophisticated with respect to contraception, the number and timinl of births 

serves to constrain resource allocations for a sianificant proportion of households, 

and the stochastic nature of fertility is an important aspect of their decision-

making. In this paper, we have developed a methodology for disentangling empirically 

in households the biologically-determined supply of births from the demand for 

births in order to assess the consequences of exogenous variation in fertility 

supply on household fertility behavior and their household allocation decisions. 

• Our estimates indicate that variation in fertility reflects hetero,eneity in 

both the preferences of households and inherant, couple-specific reproductive 

potential, with one-third of the explained variance in births due to 

heteroleneity in supply. Neither studies which have viewed fertility solely as 

an expression of individual choice, constrained and conditioned by prices and 

income, nor studies which have treated family size and aae-composition as purely 
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exo,enou. determinant. of behavior thus provide appropriate e.timate. of the 

effect. of fertility supply on household behavior or even of the consequences of 

contraception for the birth rate. 

Our findin,. ,ullest that couple. alter their aix of contraceptive 

aethod. over their life-cycle in re.pon.e to their fertility supply experience. 

As a consequence of this dynamic behavior. estimates of the effectiveness of 

contraceptive aethod. that ignore heterogeneity in fertility supply 

significantly understate their effectiveness in reducing conceptions. 

Life-cycle patterns of labor force participation by married women are also shown 

to be sensitive to variations in the exogenous supply of births. and married 

women who experience excess fertility due to the lack of costless or perfect 

control over fertility .upply incur a substantial loss in earnings when they 

enter the labor force. 

Our attempt to isolate that component of fertility that is independent 

of preferences required estiaation of the direct biological/technical 

relationships between endogenous and exogenous factors influencing the 

production of births. Our results thus could be sensitive to the specification 

and estimation of the reproductive technolo,y. The data and approach appear to 

confirm. however. the importance of fecundity variation in motivating couples to 

pursue distinctive contraceptive and labor supply strategie.. They also 

suggest the potential iaportance of the costs of and access to contraceptive 

technology in accounting for patterns of resource allocatiomsamon, households. 

which should be of even Ireater importance in low income countries where' 

contraceptive knowledge may be le.s pervasive. 
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Footnotes 

* Professors of Economics, University of Minnesota and Yale University, 

respectively. This research was supported in part by grants from NIH, Center 

for Population Research, HD-12l72 and the Hewlett Foundation to the Economic 

Demography Program at Yale. The authors have benefitted from the comments of 

the referees, Jere Behrman, Julie DaVanzo, James Heckman, Evelyn Lehrer, Daniel 

McFadden, and members of the Yale Labor and Population Workshop and the MIT 

Econometrics Workshop. 

1. Exceptions to these traditions are Heckman and Willis (1975) and Rosenzweig 

and Wo1pin (1980). Heckman and Willis construct a dynamic model of contraceptive 

choice incorporating stochastic fertility. However, their econometric applica

tion does not consider the behavioral implications of their model (see section 2, 

below). Rosenzweig and Wo1pin exploit the incidence of twins to estimate the 

exogenous impact of an additior~l birth on life-cycle labor supply, but in the 

context of a perfect foresight, deterministic model. 

2. It is widely believed that fecundity varies substantially across couples but 

that this reproductive potential is not greatly affected by contemporary socio

economic conditions. Although acute malnutrition and certain diseases may induce 

premature sterility and thereby influence the distribution of fecundity in low 

income populations, fecundity is essentially exogenous in a high income popu

lation today, such as that of the U.S. in 1970-1975 (Bongaarts and Menken, 1983). 

-In the U.S., contraceptive behavior is naturally seen as the important source of 

behavioral variation in fertility. Nonetheless, an integrated framework for 

analyzing both the supply of and demand for births is needed if the consequences 

of specific sources of fertility variation are to be assessed. 
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3. In the social science literature. Bulatao and Lee (1983) distinguish among 

th. d.terai ••• t. of fertility .upply • ., de •• " aa4 th. co.t. of fertility 

re,ul.tio. without .tt •• tio. to the u.derlyi., louroe. of .tooh •• tic Tlri.bility 

.. d to how oov.ri.tio. betwee. the •• i,ht oo.,lio.te the t •• k of .t.tiltio.lly 

ide.tifyi., th. eff.ct. of exo,e.ou. biolo,ic.l .upply fro. tho •• of e"o, •• ou, 

behavioral d •••• d factor.. U.i., a. a.alo,ou. fr .. ework, BoDlaart •• ., Pott.r 

(1983) ex •• i •• the proxi .. t. det.r.i ... t. of f.rtility. They al.o i,.ore the 

.. naer i. which the biolo,ic.l proxiaate factor. d.terai.i., fertility .re 

.elf-.elected, .nd thu. are a pote.ti.l .ourc. of bi •• i. co.ve.tio •• l 

c.lcul.tio •• of co.traceptive u •• -eff.ctive.e.s fro •• o.-exp.ri ... t.l 

popul.tio •• reprel •• ted i. lurvey data. Ea.terli. a" Cri ..... (1983) 

d • .o.,trat •• 0 •• of the difficulties i. e,ti .. ti., .le.ent. of a lupply a" 

de.and .odel, but they ignore the .tocha,tic interplay of de.and and .upply, 

the i.volunt'rJ .ourc., of biolo,ical variation in fecundity. a" 

the individual opti.ization proce ••• 
~ 

4. It i •• sl ... d that E(~j~k) - 0 if j ~ k, - §~ if j-k; E(~j 'ij) - o. 
s 

E('ij 'kj) - 0 if i ~ k, - ~. if i-k. We ab.tract in (1) fro. the role of 

.exual intercourse and other behavioral deterai.ants (diet, exercile) of 

reproductive pot.ntial for 'i~licity. Intercour •• behavior and •• okin, by the 

.other are incorporat.d in the •• pirical analysis below. 

5~ We abstract from the dependence of wage rates on prior labor force experience. 

I. the e.pirical analysi, below we e.ti.ate the cumulativ. effect. on fe.al • 

• arnin" due to the adjust.ent. i. labor fore. exp.rlence re.ultinl from 

exo,enou, variation in the .upply of birth •• 

6. In the empirical work below, we consider a variety of methods and the 

choice among them. 
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7. Oth.r ,ref.r.nc. ,.ra.et.r ••• , .1.0 T.r, aero •• the ,o,ul.tion; w •• how 

th.t h.t.rol.n.it, in on. ,.ra.et.r i •• uffici.nt to I.n.r.t •• i •••• in 

•• tiaat •• of the .ff.ct. of f.rtilit, .u,pl, TAri.tion on alloc.tiT' •• havior 

•••• d on a •• oolation ••• tw •• n hou •• hold choic •• &ad .otu.l f.rtilit,. 

8. In •• oh of th •••• tudi •• of contr.c.,tiv. ohoic •• the •• .pl ••• r •• tr.tifi.d 

., the nGab.r of childr.n bora. 

9. AD .1t.ra.tiT •• tr.t", would •• to p.ram.t.riz. the di.tribution of 

unob •• rv.bl ••• Dd to •• tiaat. jointl, the r.,roductive t.chDololY .nd ,ref.rence 

,ar ••• ter •••• oci.t.d with the .od.l of •• ction 2. Bowever. this •• ti •• tion ~ 

dy.naaic prolr ... inl ."ro.ch i •• xtr ••• l, .xp.n.iv. and would n.c ••• it.t ••• ver • 

• i~lification. with r".rd to function.l fo~ aDd •• p.ci.ll, with r"ar4 to 

the nGab.r of control v.ri.bl •• (Wolpin (1984». Inst •• d, w •• .ploy • aeth~d 

which .n.ble ••• ti.ation of • .or. co.pl.x t.chDolol', involvin, .ulti,l • 

• ethod. of control. W ••• ti •• t. reduc.d-for •• ff.ct. of p.r.i.t.nt .nd raDdoa 

f.rtilit, .uppl, .hock., r.con.truct.d fro. the •• tiaat •• of the reproduction 

t.chDolo", on re.ourc •• lloc.tion. ov.r the lif.-cycl.. Th •••• r ••• s.d on 

•• ti •• tina .qu.tion. in which onl, v.ri.ble. pred.terained •• of the fir.t 

p.riod of the pl ... in, horizon or l."ed r.ndo •• hock. occur in, within the 

,l.nnin, int.rv.l .pp •• r •• deterain.nt. of life-cycle r.sourc •• lloc.tion •• 

10. Ther •• re thr •• r •• sons why price •• nd personal char.ct.~i.tics of the 

coupl •• i,ht b. correl.ted with fecuD4ity. First. if th.r •• r. o.itte4 inputs 

In the r.porduction function, the d.ter.in.nt. of tho.e inputs will .ppe.r to be 

correl.t.d with the conc.ption r.t.. SecoD4, .ven if .11 .D4o,enou. inputs are 

.ccount.d for. there .ay .xi.t latent. coupl.-sp.cific h.alth f.ctor. which 

jOintly influenc. f.cu84ity .Dd the coupl.' •• arnin,. potenti.l or ability to 

obtain .choolinl. Third, loc.l-.r.a input price •• ay be relat.d to the coupl.· • 

• ndowm.nt. if the coupl.·. choic. of location i. influ.nc.d by such .D4owment •• 
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11. Exposure to the risk of conception is also reduced by one month following 

each birth (postpartum amenorrhea). Estimates were also-obtained with the post

partum period assumed to be as long as three months for each live birth, but 

the results were essentially unchanged, with coefficient standard errors somewhat 

higher. The period during which either partner was sterilized was not subtracted 

from months of exposure; sterilization is treated as a contraceptive method 

which, unlike abstinence, has a failure rate. 

12. F t •• t. w.r. p.rfora.4 to 4et.r.in. if the •• aroup. appear.4 to co8biD. 

input. of 4iff.r.nt .ff.ctiv.ness. but the .tati.tical t •• t. ba •• 4 on the 

lin.ar. two-.taae .sti.ation meth04010ay 4e.cribe4 below 4i4 not support further 

4isaaar'aation; •• a •• the .ffect of no aeth04 cou14 not b. 4istin,ui.he4 froa 

that of unknown or uncertain aeth04 •• 

13. Tbe a,. of the aother. a84 her a,e square4. ar. al.o inclu4e4 in the 

repr04uction function. Inclu.ion of the husban4'. a,. 4i4 not pr04uce a 

.tati.tically sianificant elf.ct in the basic .pecification of the fertility 

pr04uction function. It has been ,ulleste4 by Anderson (1975) that in Irelan4. 

prior to 1911. census 4ata i84icate that increa.inl aale aae is a •• ociate4 with 

4.creasinl aarital fertility. ho14in, consiant for the aae of the fe.al.. Thi. 

hypothesi' is al.o employe4 by Coale. An4erson a84 Bara (1979) to account for 

unexpected incr.a.e. in a,e specific .arital fertility rates in central Asian 

reaions of the V.S.S.R. where the aae aap b.twe.n spou ••• aay have 4ecrease4 in 

the twentieth century. We al.o include4 the number of children brea.t fed 

4urinl the five-year peri04 a. an .84o,enou. 4.terainant of the risk of 

conc.ption (lain and ~nlaart. (1981». Bowever. in none of the two-s~aae 

.pecifications 4i4 this variable 4i.play any sianificant effect on the 

conception rate a84 it is 4roppe4 fro. the reporte4 analysis. 
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14. 1'1 ooupl •• (10 p.rc •• t of ob •• rTatio •• with o08pl.t. r •• po •••• o. oth.r 

oharact.ri.tio.) wer •• sol.4.4 •• oau ••• ith.r the.hu.ba" or the wif. ha4 

alr.a4,. b.come .terilis.4 prior to the i.terTiew i. 1970. Isclu.io. of th ••• 

oouple •• a,. latr04.c •• 0 .... botio •• i .. lato o.r uUaat .. a" .a,. lea4 to a. 

u".r •• tiaate of the a4ju.ta •• t. to aa4 00 ••• , ••• 0 •• of f.rtilit,. .uppl,. 

nrlabUit,.. 

15. I. particular, the co.c.ptio. probabilit,. .houl4 b. 00 •• trai •• 4 to b • 

• o.-..,ativ. for all possible valu •• of the coDditio.i., variable., which i •• ot 

the ca •• i. the li •• ar m04.1. 

16. E.tiaate. of the more fl.xible Di.w.rt , ••• ralisatio. of the li •• ar 

(Leo.tief) .p.cific.tio. of the r.pr04uctio. techaolo,,. wer •• 1.0 obtai •• 4 • 
. 

Thou,h the v.lues of f.rtilit,. i.pli.4 b,. the two-.t.,. e.ti •• te •• r. pl.u.ible, 

th.'indir.ct e.tim.tio. of the oolli ••• r i.put. 40 ••• ot provi4 ••• ,. pr.~i •• 

utiaate. (i ••• , low t's) •• 4 th.re h .0 b •• h o. st.thUc.l ,rouDd. for 

pref.rri., this fl.sible fu.ctional form to the functio •• l for. r.port.4 her •• 

17. Underr.porti., of pre, ••• c,. wa.t., •• nd perhaps i.duc.d .bortio •• re • 

• ourc. of .e •• ur •••• t .rror that m.,. r •• d.r this •• ti .. t •• o •• what low'r than 

the true " •• tur.l" conc.ption r.t ••• nd could .xplai. the unesp.ctedl,. hi,h 

.ff.cUvenesa of the presumptivel,. "l.sa .ff.ctiv." diaphra,./condom meth04.; 

in other word •• wh.n eoupl •• who us. th •••• ethod. fail. th.,. •• ,. r •• ort to 

(unr.port.d) .bortion •• 

rs. Th.r •• r •• ev.ral .oure •• of un.spl.in.d v.riation in birth rat., that 

mi,ht be .ub,um.d i. p .nd the Ii in .qu.tion (1). Statistical noi •• th.t 

.ris.s from .rror, in .e.,urinl the .splanator,. inputs would b~·eaptur.d in the 

r •• iduals •• lona with .i •• p.cifie.tions in functional form and o.is.ion. of 

.inor input. th.t .r. not correl.ted with the inclu4e4 inputs. A •• 

eon •• qu •• c •• our e.ti.ates of the .ff.ct. of fecuudit,. v.riation will b. bia •• 4 . 

towar4 uro. 
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19. Tbe .o.t i.port .. t propertie. of the p aDd ••• ti .. t •• are their 

ind.p.Dd.nc. fro. pr.fer.nc •• aD4 th.ir oorr.lation .ith .zo,.nou. variation in 

the .uppl, of birth.. two t •• t. of th ••• propo.ltlon ••• r. p.rfo~d. Fir.t, 

•• r.'r •••• d lat.nd.d births r.port.d ta the 1970 lat.rYl •• oa the •• tl .. t.d 

.ea.ur •• of f.c..,lt, obtai •• d fro. the 1970-75 period aDd on actual fertilit, 

in th.t i.terYal. While thi •• ubj.ctive .e •• ur. of future f.rtilit, dl •• Dd ••• 

a ,tati,ticall, ,i,.ifio.nt pr.dictor of .ctual birth. oocurln, in the 

.ub.lqulnt 5-y •• r period, it •••• ot .t.ti.ticall, correl.t.d .ith .ither p or 

I. In the 1975 int.rvi.w. r •• poa4.nt. r.port.d. for •• eh pr.,nanc,. whether or 

not the, had w .. ted additio.al ohildr.n prior to the prl,naac, and, if .0 • 

• h.th.r th., .i,ht have pr.ferr.d to h.v. the conc.ption ocour lat.r. 

It.,r ••• io •• of the number of "unw.nt.d" pr.,nanole. an4/or the .1UIlber of .rror' 

in the U.in, of pre,n.nciea on p aDd p interacted with the IIOth.r-'. a,. 

indicat.d th.t th.sl dir.ct •• ubjeotiv •• e •• ure. of ezce •• f.~tilit, .uppl, were 

.i,nifie.ntl, and po.itiv.l, oorr.lated with our indirect (but non- .abjeotiv.) 

.... ur. of eoupl.-sp.cific f.oundit,. 

20. Whil. coupl.s •• k. sabst.nti.l adju.t •• nt. In th.ir seleotio. of fertilit, 

control meth04. in response to v.riations i. the .uppl, of births, f.eu&4it, has 

.0 spillover .ff.ot on sezu.l .ctivit, a.oDl .arri.d couples. N.ither th. frequency of 

sexual intercourse reported in 197~nor that.reported in 1975, nor the incidence of abstinence 

were .~,nific.ntl, corr.l.ted with our •••• ur •• of ezo,.nou. fertilit, suppl, or th. 

fertilit, d •• and v.ri.bl... The.e re.ults are supportive of on. of the b •• ic 

assumption. in )falthu. (798), that th.r. is a "co.staat p ... .io. b.tween th • 

•• zes." 

21. Duration of •• rria, •• i,ht provide a .ore accurate indic.tor of the 

coupl.'s .ee .. ul.ted knowled,. of their f.cundit, th.n would the wif.'. a, ••. 

Bowev.r, there is .0 re.son to b.lieve that a,. at •• rria,. Is unr.lated to 

pref.rences for fami17 .iz. and/or for 1Ife-c,cl. l.bor suppl,. T.stin, this 

h1'oth •• i., anyY." w. u •• d duration of .arri., •• nd dur.tion of .•• rri.,e 
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t.t.raot •• wit. o.r ..... r. of f.oUAdtty 1. t ••• 0.tr.o.ptiT ••• oio •• ,uatto •• , 

a.alo,o •• to tk •• p.oifio.tio •• r.port •• i. T.bl. 4. I. all .,.oifioatio •• , 

the .oeffici •• ts o. ''.arrh,. 'v.Uo." Wlr. .tatbtlo.U7 Ii,.ifio .. t .t the 

.1 ,.r •• at 1 ... 1. !l. 1.,laaator,r .ower .f tl. rl,rl •• ioa, lorrl.tl' lor 

'.,r ••• of fr •• 'o., .so •• '.' tkat r.ported 1. the .'.-f •• .-41t7 lat.r.otloa 

.p.oifioatio. r.port •• la T.bl. 4. with t •• po.itiT •• ff.ot of f.o.84it7 oa 

ooatrao.ptiT' Iffioi.a07 laor ••• la, .ft.r 19 .oath. of .. rrl., •• 

22. NOt. that ia the 1970-75 p.rio' • .or. ".o.t •• .other ••••• ff.otiT. 

t.ohni, ••• 1 ••• ofte.; how.T.r, th.y .1.0 h.T •• i.tiactly f.w.r birth. b.for. 

1970 (T.bl. 3, 001 ... 3) •••• th ••• ppe.r to be h ••••• for •••• 11er oo.plet •• 

f •• i17 .1z.. It i. wl •• 1y ob •• rT.' th.t .ore .'.o.ted wo.e ••• rry 1.t.r .84 

.sp.ri •• o •• period of 't.tohia, .p"with thel~ o..ul.tiT. f.rtilit7, 

(20 ••• zw.I, ... S.iT.r (1982»; ooa.i,t.at with thi., •• iJorit7 of the .or • 

• '.o.te' .other •• ppe.r to b •• ~loyia, th.ir knowl •••• of the r.prod.otIT. 

proo ••• (i ••• t.ohnolo,y) to 1.or •••• th.lr birth r.t. r.th.r th .. d.ore ••• it 

la the p.rlod ob •• rT.' fro. 1970 to 1975. 

23. Bee •••• of the 11.lt.tl0 •• of the Tobit ... Problt comp.t.r pro'r .... w. 

00.1. aot lacl •• e all of the .so,e.o.. i.,truae.t, i. the l.bor '.Pp17 

., •• tioa •• Tb. T.riabl •• r.port •• i. T.bl. 6 th ••• re the'coaplete let of 

.. r.,r.llora". Least-.q.are. eaUaat •• of the 1.bor •• pply 'quatl0.', 1.01 •• i •• 

••• escl.'i •• the T.riable. esol.',' fro. the Tobit ... Probit .o'el., ... , •• t 

th.t the re •• lt •• re oa17 triTially .ff.cte'. Siailar t •• t. p.rforae' oa the 

chil'r •• -.nr-bora ... coatracepUTe efficieaey .,.&.tio •• oo.fira.' the 

rOb •• t.e,. of the r ••• lt. to this oh ••• e la .p.oifie.tioa. 

24. Thi. T.l.e i. '.riTe' •• follow.: (1/21) ('.'(Z"» - .0972 for 1973. 

wh.re ,. • the •• tiaat •• I coeffloi.at la the probit eq.atioa and • t. the 

aor •• l 4.a.ity eT.l •• te' .t the •• mple ••••• of the Tari.bl •• Z •• ia. the Teotor 

of e.tia.te' probit oo.ffleieat. ,. 
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